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Abstract
We review the main results obtained in the theory of schemata in genetic programming (GP), emphasizing their strengths and weaknesses. Then we propose a new, simpler definition of the concept of schema for GP, which is closer to the original concept of schema in genetic algorithms (GAs). Along with a new form of crossover, one-point crossover, and point mutation, this concept of schema has been used to derive an improved schema theorem for GP that describes the propagation of schemata from one generation to the next. We discuss this result and show that our schema theorem is the natural counterpart for GP of the schema theorem for GAs, to which it asymptotically converges.
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1. Introduction
Genetic programming (GP) has been applied successfully to a large number of difficult problems like automatic design, pattern recognition, robotic control, synthesis on neural architectures, symbolic regression, music and picture generation (Angeline & Kinnear, 1996; Kinnear, 1994; Koza, 1992; Koza, 1994; Koza et al., 1997; Koza, Goldberg, Fogel, and Riolo, 1996). However, a relatively small number of theoretical results are available for explaining why it works and how (see Langdon, 1996, pages 517–519) for a list of references).

Since John Holland's seminal work in the mid seventies and his well known schema theorem (Holland, 1992; Goldberg, 1989), schemata are often used to explain why GAs work. Schemata are similarity templates representing entire groups of chromosomes. The schema theorem describes how schemata are expected to propagate generation after generation under the effects of selection, crossover, and mutation. One of the reasons why schemata are considered important is that, under certain conditions, the schema theorem can be used to prove that GAs realize an optimum search strategy. The usefulness of schemata and the optimality of GA search have been recently criticized (Altenberg, 1995; Macready & Wolpert, 1996; Kargupta, 1995; Kargupta & Goldberg, 1994). However, the schema theorem is still a widely accepted description of the way GAs search. So, a natural way of creating a theory for GP is to define a concept of schema for parse trees and to extend Holland's schema theorem to GP.

One of the difficulties in obtaining theoretical results using the idea of schema is that the definition of schema for GP is much less straightforward than for GAs, and a few alternative
definitions have been proposed in the literature. All of them define schemata as composed of one or multiple trees or fragments of trees. In some definitions (Koza, 1992; O'Reilly, 1995; O'Reilly & Oppacher, 1995; Whigham, 1995; Whigham, 1996a) schema components are nonrooted and, therefore, a schema can be present multiple times within the same program. This, together with the variability of the size and shape of the programs matching the same schema, leads to some complications in the computation of the schema-disruption probabilities necessary to formulate schema theorems for GP. In a recent definition (Rosca, 1997) schemata are represented by rooted tree fragments. This definition makes schema theorem calculations easier. We will critically review the main results obtained to date in the theory of schemata for GP in Section 2, where we will also briefly recall Holland's schema theory for binary GAs.

In Section 3 we propose a new simpler definition of schema for GP in which a schema is represented by a single rooted tree. This concept of schema, which is much closer to the original concept of schema in GAs, suggested a simpler form of crossover for GP in which the same crossover point is selected in both parents. We call this new operator one-point crossover because of its similarity with the corresponding GA operator. One-point crossover is described in Section 4. In Section 5, we have used these tools to derive a simple and natural schema theorem, in which the probability of disruption for a schema can be estimated very easily. An analysis of the theoretical results described in the paper is reported in Section 6, and Section 7 includes some final remarks and indications of future work.

2. Previous Work on Schemata for GP

As highlighted in Radcliffe (1991), a schema is a subspace of the search space. Usually schemata are written in some language using a concise notation rather than as ordinary sets, which would require listing all the points of the search space they contain—an infeasible task even for relatively small search spaces.

2.1 GA Schemata

In the context of GAs operating on binary strings, a schema (or similarity template) is a string of symbols taken from the alphabet \{0,1,#\}. The character # is interpreted as a “don’t care” symbol, so that a schema can represent several bit strings. For example, the schema #10#1 represents four strings: 01001, 01111, 11001, and 11011. The number of non-# symbols is called the order \(O(H)\) of a schema \(H\). The distance between the furthest two non-# symbols is called the defining length \(L(H)\) of the schema. Holland obtained a result (the schema theorem) that predicts how the number of strings in a population matching (or belonging to) a schema is expected to vary from one generation to the next (Holland, 1992). The theorem is as follows:

\[
E[m(H, t + 1)] \geq m(H, t) \cdot \left[ \frac{f(H, t)}{f(t)} \right]^{\mathit{Selection}} \cdot \left( 1 - p_{\mathit{Mut}} \right)^{\mathit{Mutation}} \cdot \left( 1 - p_{\mathit{Crossover}} \right)^{\mathit{Crossover}} \cdot N \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{m(H, t) \cdot f(H, t)}{M \cdot f(t)} \right)
\]

(1)
where \( m(H, t) \) is the number of strings matching the schema \( H \) at generation \( t \), \( f(H, t) \) is the mean fitness of the strings matching \( H \), \( f(t) \) is the mean fitness of the strings in the population, \( p_m \) is the probability of mutation per bit, \( p_c \) is the probability of crossover, \( N \) is the number of bits in the strings, \( M \) is the number of strings in the population, and \( E[m(H, t+1)] \) is the expected number of strings matching the schema \( H \) at generation \( t+1 \). The three horizontal curly brackets beneath the equation indicate which operators are responsible for each term. The bracket above the equation represents the probability of disruption of the schema \( H \) at generation \( t \) due to crossover \( P_d(H, t) \). Such a probability depends on the frequency of the schema in the mating pool but also on the intrinsic fragility of the schema \( \mathcal{L}(H)/(N-1) \).

### 2.2 From GA Schemata to GP Schemata

In this section we discuss and modify the representation of schemata used in GAs to make it easier for the reader to understand some of the differences between the GP schema definitions introduced in the following sections.

A GA schema is fully determined by the defining bits (the 0's and 1's) it contains and by their position. So, instead of representing a schema as a string of characters, one could equivalently represent it with a set of pairs \( \{(c_1, i_1), (c_2, i_2), \ldots \} \). The terms \( c_i \) are strings of 0's and 1's that represent groups of contiguous defining bits, which we call the components of the schema. The terms \( i_j \) are integers giving the positions of the \( c_i \)'s. For example the schema \( #10#1 \) would have two components and could be represented as \( \{(10,2),(1,5)\} \).

This explicit representation is a way of looking at schemata as sets of components that has been implicitly used often in the GA literature. For example, when we say that a schema has been disrupted by crossover, we usually mean that one or more of its components has not been transmitted to the offspring entirely, or has been partly destroyed, rather than meaning that the offspring sample a subspace different from the one represented by the schema. Likewise, we explain the building-block hypothesis (Goldberg, 1989; Holland, 1992) by saying that GAs work by hierarchically composing relatively fit, short schemata to form complete solutions. What we mean is that crossover mixes and concatenates the components of low-order schemata to form higher-order ones; we do not mean that crossover is allocating more samples to higher-order schemata representing the intersection of good lower-order ones. So, the GA schema theorem is often interpreted as describing the variations of the number of instances of certain groups of bits within the population (the schema components \( c_i \), at their positions \( i_j \)) rather than the number of strings sampling the subspace represented by a schema. For example, if \( H = #10#1 \), the theorem could be interpreted as describing the variations of frequency of the component 10 at position 2 and 1 at position 3 within a population of bit strings, rather than the variations in the proportion of individuals belonging to the set \( H \).

Obviously there is no real distinction between these two ways of interpreting the schema theorem, because counting the number of strings matching (or belonging to) a given schema and counting the number of schema components in the population give the same result. The reason for this is that we specify exactly where each component of the schema must be located.

Now, let us try to understand what would happen if we omitted the positional information \( i_j \) from all schema pairs. Syntactically, schemata would be sets of components \( \{c_1, c_2, \ldots \} \), like \( H = \{10,1\} \). Semantically, a schema would represent all the strings that include as sub-strings all \( c_i \)'s. For example, the schema \( H = \{10,1\} \) would represent \( 11000, 10100, 11110, \ldots \).

---

1 This is a slightly different version of Holland's original theorem. Equation 1 applies when crossover is performed taking both parents from the mating pool (Goldberg, 1989; Whitley, 1994).
and so forth. Interestingly, with this definition of schema a string can include multiple copies of the components of a schema. For example, the component $c_1 = 10$ of the previous schema is present two times (at positions 1 and 3) in the string $10101$. Similarly, the component $c_2 = 1$ is present three times. So, $c_1$ and $c_2$ are jointly present in the string in six different ways. We call each of these ways an instantiation of the schema in the string. Therefore, if the positional information is omitted from a GA schema definition, counting the number of strings belonging to a given schema and counting the number of instantiations of the schema produce different results. This means that the two ways of interpreting the schema theorem mentioned in the previous paragraphs are different.

The previous argument might look academic for binary fixed-length GAs and most people would think that positionless schema definitions are not very useful for GAs and GP in general. However, positionless schemata might be useful when one uses more complex representations and gene-position-independent fitness functions. For example, a positionless schema-component representation similar to the one presented above has been proposed by Radcliffe (1991) to represent sets of solutions of traveling salesperson problems (edge formae).

The distinction between positioned and positionless schema components is also very important in GP. In fact, information about the positions of the schema components was omitted in the earlier GP schema definitions reviewed below. This omission led some authors to concentrate their analysis on the propagation of such components in the population rather than on the way the number of programs sampling a given schema change over time.

### 2.3 Koza's GP Schemata

Given the popularity of Holland's work, Koza (1992, pages 116–119) made a first attempt to explain why GP works, producing an informal argument showing that Holland's schema theorem would work for GP as well. The argument was based on the idea of defining a schema as the subspace of all trees that contain a predefined set of subtrees. According to Koza's definition, a schema $H$ is represented as a set of S-expressions. For example, the schema $H = \{ ( + \, 1 \, x), ( \times \, x \, y) \}$ represents all programs including at least one occurrence of the expression $(+ \, 1 \, x)$ and at least one occurrence of $(\times \, x \, y)$. This definition of schema was probably suggested by the fact that Koza's GP crossover moves around subtrees. Koza's definition gives only the defining components of a schema, not their position, so the same schema can be instantiated (matched) in different ways, and therefore multiple times, in the same program. For example, the schema $H = \{ x \}$ can be instantiated in two ways in the program $(+ \, x \, x)$. (One of the two possible instantiations of the more complex schema $H = \{ (\neg \, 2 \, x), x \}$ in the program $(+ \, (\neg \, 2 \, x) \, x)$ is shown in Figure 1(a).)

### 2.4 O'Reilly's GP Schemata

Koza's work on schemata was later formalized and refined by O'Reilly (O'Reilly, 1995; O'Reilly & Oppacher, 1995), who derived a schema theorem for GP in the presence of fitness-proportionate selection and crossover. The theorem was based on the idea of defining a schema as an unordered collection (a multiset) of subtrees and tree fragments. Tree fragments are trees with at least one leaf that is a "don't care" symbol (\#) which can be matched by any subtree (including subtrees with only one node). For example, the schema $H = \{ (+ \, \#, x), (\times \, x \, y), (\times \, y) \}$ represents all the programs including at least one occurrence of the tree fragment $(+ \, \# \, x)$ and at least two occurrences of $(\times \, x \, y)$.

---

2 We use here the standard notation for multisets, which is slightly different from the one used in O'Reilly's work.
Figure 1. Instantiations of: (a) Koza's schema $H = \{(-2x), x\}$, (b) O'Reilly's schema $H = \{(+#x), x, x\}$, (c) Whigham's schema $H = (A \Rightarrow FAA)$ and (d) Rosca's schema $H = (+ #x)$.

The shaded regions represent the component(s) of the schema.

tree fragment $(+ #x)$ is present in all programs that include a $+$, the second argument of which is $x$. Figure 1(b) shows the instantiation of the schema $H = \{(+#x), x, x\}$ in the program $(+(-2x)x)$. Like Koza's definition, O'Reilly's schema definition gives only the defining components of a schema, not their position. So, again the same schema can be instantiated in different ways, and therefore multiple times, in the same program.

O'Reilly's definition of schema allowed her to define the concept of order and defining length for GP schemata. In her definition, the order of a schema is the number of non-$#$ nodes in the expressions or fragments contained in the schema. The defining length is the number of links included in the expressions and tree fragments in the schema plus the links that connect them together. Unfortunately, the definition of defining length is complicated by the fact that the components of a schema can be embedded in different ways in different programs. Therefore, the defining length of a schema is not constant but depends on the way a schema is instantiated inside the programs sampling it. The probability of disruption $P_d(H, b, t)$ of a schema $H$ contained in the program $b$ at generation $t$ due to crossover is the ratio between the defining length of $H$ in $b$ and the total number of crossover locations in
b. This definition implies that \( P_d(H, b, t) \) depends on the shape, size, and composition of the tree \( b \) matching the schema. The schema theorem derived by O’Reilly—

\[
E[i(H, t + 1)] \geq i(H, t) \cdot \frac{f(H, t)}{f(t)} \cdot \left( 1 - p_i \cdot \max_{h \in Popp(t)} P_d(H, b, t) \right)
\]  

(2)

—overcame this problem by considering the maximum of such a probability, \( P_d(H, t) = \max_{h \in Popp(t)} P_d(H, b, t) \), which may lead to severely underestimating the number of occurrences of the given schema in the next generation. It is important to note that \( i(H, t) \) is the number of instances of the schema \( H \) at generation \( t \) and \( f(H, t) \) is the mean fitness of the instances of \( H \). This is computed as the weighted sum of the fitnesses of the programs matching \( H \), using as weights the ratios between the number of instances of \( H \) each program contains and the total number of instances of \( H \) in the population. The theorem describes the way in which the components of the representation of a schema propagate from one generation to the next, rather than the way the number of programs sampling a given schema change during time. O’Reilly discussed the usefulness of her result and argued that the intrinsic variability of \( P_d(H, t) \) from generation to generation is one of the major reasons why no hypothesis can be made on the real propagation and use of building blocks (short, low-order, relatively fit schemata) in GP. O’Reilly’s schema theorem did not include the effects of mutation.

### 2.5 Whigham’s GP Schemata

In the framework of his GP system based on context-free grammars (CFG-GP) Whigham produced a concept of schema for context-free grammars and the related schema theorem (Whigham, 1995; Whigham, 1996a,b). In CFG-GP, programs are the result of applying a set of rewrite rules taken from a predefined grammar to a starting symbol \( S \). The process of creation of a program can be represented with a derivation tree whose internal nodes are rewrite rules and whose terminals are the functions and terminals used in the program. In CFG-GP the individuals in the population are derivation trees and the search proceeds using crossover and mutation operators specialized so as to always produce valid derivation trees.

Whigham defines a schema as a partial derivation tree rooted in some nonterminal node, i.e., as a collection of rewrite rules organized into a single derivation tree. Given that the terminals of a schema can be both terminal and nonterminal symbols of a grammar and that the root of a schema can be a symbol different from the starting symbol \( S \), a schema represents all the programs that can be obtained by completing the schema (i.e., by adding other rules to its leaves until only terminal symbols are present) and all the programs represented by schemata that contain it as a component. When the root node of a schema is not \( S \), the schema can occur multiple times in the derivation tree of the same program. This is the result of the absence of positional information in the schema definition. Figure 1(c) shows one of the two possible instantiations of the schema \( H = (A \rightarrow FAA) \) in the derivation tree of the program \( (+ (- 2 \times) \times) \).

Whigham’s definition of schema leads to simple equations for the probability of disruption of schemata under crossover, \( P_d(H, b, t) \), and mutation, \( P_m(H, b, t) \). Unfortunately as with O’Reilly’s, these probabilities vary with the size of the tree \( b \) matching the schema. In order to produce a schema theorem for CFG-GP, Whigham used the average disruption probabilities of the instances of a schema under crossover and mutation, \( \bar{P}_d(H, t) \) and \( \bar{P}_m(H, t) \), and the average fitness \( f(H, t) \) of such instances. The theorem is as follows:

\[
E[i(H, t + 1)] \geq i(H, t) \cdot \frac{f(H, t)}{f(t)} \cdot \left[ 1 - p_m \bar{P}_m(H, t) \right] \cdot \left[ 1 - p_i \bar{P}_d(H, t) \right] \cdot \left[ 1 - p_m \bar{P}_m(H, t) \right]
\]  

(3)
where $p_c$ and $p_m$ are the probabilities of applying crossover and mutation. After changing the grammar used in CFG-GP, this theorem can be shown to be applicable both to GAs with fixed-length binary strings and to standard GP, of which CFG-GP is a generalization (see the GP grammar given in Whigham, 1996a, page 130). As in O'Reilly's case, this theorem describes the way in which the components of the representation of a schema propagate from one generation to the next, rather than the way the number of programs sampling a given schema change over time. The GP schema theorem obtained by Whigham is different from the one obtained by O'Reilly because the concept of schema used by the two authors is different. Whigham's schemata represent derivation-tree fragments that always represent single subexpressions, whereas O'Reilly's schemata can represent multiple subexpressions.

3. Definition of Schema for GP

If we take the viewpoint in which a schema is a subspace of the space of possible solutions, then we can see schemata as mathematical tools to describe which areas of the search space are sampled by a population. For schemata to be useful in explaining how GP searches, their definition must make the effects of selection, crossover, and mutation comprehensible and

3 We have rewritten the theorem in a form that is slightly different from the original one to highlight some of its features.
relatively easy to calculate. The problem with some of the earlier definitions of schemata for GP is that they make the effects on schemata of the genetic operators used in GP too difficult to evaluate. In this section we will describe a new definition of schema for GP that allowed us to overcome this problem.

Our definition of GP schema was inspired by the definition of schema for linear GAs. In standard fixed-length linear GAs it is possible to obtain all the schemata contained in a string by simply replacing, in all possible ways, its symbols with “don’t care” symbols that represent a single character. This process is shown in Figure 2(a) for a 6-bit string. Intuitively, exactly the same approach can be used to obtain the GP schemata sampled by a program. It is sufficient to replace the nodes in a program with “don’t care” nodes representing exactly a single function or terminal as in Figure 2(b). In the figure, the equal sign “=” is used as a “don’t care” symbol to emphasize the difference between our definition of schema and other GP definitions where the “don’t care” symbol is used to represent entire subtrees.

A natural extension to GP of the GA schema definition is as follows:

**Definition 1 (GP Schema):** A GP schema is a rooted tree composed of nodes from the set $\mathcal{F} \cup \mathcal{T} \cup \{=\}$, where $\mathcal{F}$ and $\mathcal{T}$ are the function set and the terminal set used in a GP run, and the operator $=$ is a polymorphic function with as many arities as the number of different arities of the elements of $\mathcal{F} \cup \mathcal{T}$, the terminals in $\mathcal{T}$ being 0-arity functions.

In this definition we could have equivalently used different symbols for “don’t care” symbols with different arities instead of a single polymorphic “don’t care” symbol. However, because the arity of each $=$ sign in a schema can be inferred by counting its arguments, for the sake of simplicity we have decided not to do so. The specification of the properties of the “don’t care” symbol given in Definition 1 is not a complication due to the variable size nature of the representation used in GP; it would be necessary also for linear GAs if different loci could take a different number of alleles (i.e., in a multcardinality GA). There may be cases in which a “don’t care” symbol in one of our GP schemata can only stand for a particular function or terminal. This could happen if there is only one function in $\mathcal{F} \cup \mathcal{T}$.
with a particular arity. The same thing would happen in a multocardinality GA if a particular locus could only take one allele. The theory presented in the paper could readily be extended to cover this special case.

In line with the original definition of schema for GAs, a GP schema $H$ represents multiple programs, all having the same shape as the tree representing $H$ and the same labels for the non-\(=\) nodes. For example, if \( \mathcal{F} = \{ +, - \} \) and \( \mathcal{T} = \{ x, y \} \), the schema $H = (+ (- = y) =)$ would represent the four programs $(+ (- x y) x), (+ (- x y) y), (+ (- y y) x)$, and $(+ (- y y) y)$.

We can now extend the concepts of order, length, and defining length to our GP schemata.

**DEFINITION 2 (Order):** The number of non-\(=\) symbols is called the order $O(H)$ of a schema $H$.

**DEFINITION 3 (Length):** The total number of nodes in the schema is called the length $N(H)$ of a schema $H$.

**DEFINITION 4 (Defining Length):** The number of links in the minimum tree fragment including all the non-\(=\) symbols within a schema $H$ is called the defining length $C(H)$ of the schema.

As in traditional binary GAs, our definitions of order, length, and defining length of a schema are totally independent of the shape and size of the programs in the actual population. Schemata of low order and large length can represent a huge number of programs. For example, if \( \mathcal{F} \) includes only two functions and \( \mathcal{T} \) only two terminals, a schema of order $O = 5$ and length $N = 30$ represents $2^{N-O} = 33,554,432$ different programs. Other definitions of schema for GP have this property, with the difference that the number of programs represented by our schemata is finite and can easily be computed (if the function set and the terminal set are finite), while such a number is infinite with other schema definitions (unless the depth or size of the programs is limited, in which case the number is finite but cannot be expressed in a simple closed form).

Likewise, given that a program of length $N$ includes $2^N$ different schemata, a modest-size population of programs can actually sample a huge number of schemata. Computing a lower and an upper bound of such a number is trivial with our definition (there are between $2^{N_{\text{min}}}$ and $2^{N_{\text{max}}}$ schemata in a population of size $M$ whose smallest and largest trees include $N_{\text{min}}$ and $N_{\text{max}}$ nodes, respectively), while this is quite difficult with other definitions of schema.

The defining length $C(H)$ can be computed with a simple recursive procedure, not dissimilar from the one necessary to compute $N(H)$. Figure 3 shows some of the 32 schemata matching the program $(+ (- 2 x) x)$ along with their order $O$ and defining length $C$. The minimum tree fragments used to compute $C$ are enclosed in the shaded regions.

Our definition of schema is in some sense lower-level than those adopted by O'Reilly, Whigham, and Rosca as a smaller number of trees can be represented by schemata with the same number of "don't care" symbols, and it is possible to represent other kinds of schemata by using a collection of ours. For example, assuming that the maximum allowed depth for trees is 2 and that all functions have arity 2, O'Reilly's schema $H = \{ (+ \# \#) \}$ can be represented by our schemata $(= (= s))$, $(= (+ =) (= =))$, $(= (+ =) (= =))$, $(= (+ =) (= =))$, $(= (+ =) (= =))$). The converse is not true, as, for example, the similarity template $(= \times y)$ cannot be represented using O'Reilly's schemata.

---

4 The length of a schema $H$ is also equal to the size (number of nodes) of the programs matching $H$. 

---
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Similarly, it is easy to show that Rosca’s schemata can be represented by sets of our schemata. The converse is not true as all the schemata whose defining nodes do not form a compact subtree (i.e., for which \( L(H) > O(H) - 1 \)) cannot be represented using Rosca’s schemata.

Our definition of schema, like Rosca’s, reintroduces the positional information lacking in previous definitions of schema for GP. As a consequence, the number of instances of a schema in the population coincides with the number of programs sampling the schema.

In order to make it easier to understand the effects on schemata of one-point crossover it is useful to introduce two more definitions that allow us to distinguish two broad classes of schemata.

**Definition 5 (Hyperspaces and Hyperplanes):** A schema \( G \) is a hyperspace if it does not contain any defining node (i.e., if \( O(G) = 0 \)). A schema \( H \) is a hyperplane if it contains at least one defining node. The schema \( G(H) \) obtained by replacing all the defining nodes in a hyperplane \( H \) with “don’t care” symbols is called the hyperspace associated to \( H \).

Figure 4 represents the relation between programs, hyperplanes (ordinary schemata), and hyperspaces of programs. Each hyperspace represents all the programs with a given shape. Hyperspaces form a tessellation of the space of possible programs, i.e., they subdivide it into nonoverlapping subsets whose union is the original space. Unless a depth or size limit is imposed on the programs being considered, there are infinitely many hyperspaces. However, the number of programs belonging to each hyperspace is finite (unless \( F \) or \( T \) are infinite). Hyperplanes are smaller subsets of programs. Their name derives from the geometric interpretation illustrated in Figure 5 in which schemata of order 0 (hyperspaces) are represented as multidimensional parallelepipeds, the edges and faces of which represent schemata with order greater than 0 (i.e., hyperplanes). This interpretation is a direct extension of the usual interpretation of GA schemata as faces and edges of the unit hypercube, the vertices of which are all the possible bit strings of a prefixed length.

**4. Point Mutation and One-Point Crossover in GP**

The concept of schema just introduced is very simple and natural. However, like most previous schema definitions it does not make the effects of standard GP crossover easy to calculate. Given the similarity of our definition with the one of GA schema, we started wondering whether it would have been possible to get inspiration again from Holland’s work and define more natural crossover and mutation operators.

The obvious analogue of bit-flip mutation is the substitution of a function in the tree with another function with the same arity, or the substitution of a terminal with another
terminal—a technique that has been sometimes used in the GP literature (McKay, Willis, & Barton, 1995). We will call this operation point mutation. The perhaps less obvious equivalent
of one-point crossover for bit strings is a new crossover operator that we also call one-point crossover.

The way one-point crossover works was suggested by considering the three steps involved in one-point crossover in binary GAs. These steps are schematized in Figure 6(a). They are (1) alignment of the parent strings, (2) selection of a common crossover point, and (3) swap of the right-end sides of the strings to obtain two offspring. If all the trees in a GP population had exactly the same shape and size, then a crossover operator involving exactly the same three steps could easily be implemented. The nodes in the trees would play the role of the digits in the bit strings, and the links would play the role of the gaps between digits. Figure 6(b) depicts this situation. In the figure the alignment process corresponds to translating the graphical representation of one of the parents until its root node coincides with the root node of the other.

What would happen if one tried the same procedure with trees having different shapes? To a certain extent it would still be possible to align the trees. After the alignment it would be easy to identify the links that overlap, to select a common crossover point, and swap the corresponding subtrees. Our one-point crossover operator for GP is based on these simple steps. They are sketched in Figure 6(c).
From the implementation point of view, the three phases involved in one-point crossover are as follows:

- **Alignment** Copies of the two parent trees are recursively (jointly) traversed starting from the root nodes to identify the parts with the same shape, i.e., with the same arity in the nodes visited. Recursion is stopped as soon as an arity mismatch between corresponding nodes in the two trees is present. All the links encountered are stored.

- **Crossover Point Selection** A random crossover point is selected with a uniform probability among the stored links.

- **Swap** The two subtrees below the common crossover point are swapped in exactly the same way as in standard crossover.

One-point crossover has several interesting features that make it different from standard crossover. First, in the absence of mutation, one-point crossover makes the population converge (like crossover in binary GAS), possibly with help from genetic drift. This convergence can be understood by considering the following. Until a large-enough proportion of the population has exactly the same structure in the upper parts of the tree, the probability of selecting a crossover point in the lower parts is relatively small. This effectively means that until a common upper structure emerges, one-point crossover is actually searching a much smaller space of approximately fixed-size (upper) structures. Obviously, the lower parts of the subtrees moved around by crossover influence the fitness of the fixed-size upper parts, but they are not modified by crossover at this stage. Therefore, GP behaves like a GA searching for a partial solution (i.e., a good upper part) in a relatively small search space. This means that the algorithm quickly converges toward a common upper part, which cannot later be modified unless mutation is present. At that point the search concentrates on slightly lower levels in the tree with a similar behavior, until level after level the entire population has completely converged. So, one-point crossover transforms a large search in the original space containing programs with different sizes and shapes into a sequence of smaller quick searches in spaces containing structures of fixed size and shape. An important consequence of the convergence property of GP with one-point crossover is that, as in GAS, mutation becomes a very important operator to prevent premature convergence and to maintain diversity.

Second, one-point crossover does not increase the depth of the offspring beyond that of their parents, and therefore beyond the maximum depth of the initial random population. Similarly, one-point crossover will not produce offspring whose depth is smaller than that of the shallowest branch in their parents and therefore than the smallest of the individuals in the initial population. This means that the search performed by GP with one-point crossover and point mutation is limited to a subspace of programs defined by the initial population. Therefore, the initialization method and parameters chosen for the creation of the initial population can modify significantly the behavior of the algorithm. For example, if all functions in £ have the same arity and one uses the “full” initialization method (Koza, 1992) that produces balanced trees with a fixed depth, then the search will be limited to programs with a fixed size and shape. If, on the contrary, the “ramped half-and-half” initialization method is used (Koza, 1992), which produces trees of variable shape and size with depths ranging from 0 to the prefixed maximum initial tree depth $D$, then the entire space of programs with maximum depth $D$ will be searched (at least if the population is big enough).\(^5\)

\(^5\) The “ramped half-and-half” initialization method used in Koza (1992) enforced a minimum depth of 2. In our work we use a minimum depth of 0.
Third, the offspring produced by one-point crossover inherit the common structure (emphasized with thick lines in Figure 6(c)) of the upper parts of their parents. So, crossing over a program with itself produces the original program. This property is an instance of a more general property: \textit{GP schemata are closed under crossover} (i.e., when one-point crossover is applied to two programs sampling the same schema, the offspring produced will sample the same schema, too). This property, which is also known as respect (Radeliff, 1994), is considered to be very important in GAs. A respectful recombination operator makes sure the offspring inherit common characteristics present in the parents. This has the effect of reducing the size of the search space explored by a GA over time. In the presence of selection, this gives a GA the ability to focus the search toward regions of the search space that have shown a consistently higher fitness. Focusing the search quickly is vital if one wants to explore an exponentially large search space in polynomial time.

Fourth, and perhaps most important, one-point crossover makes the calculations necessary to model the disruption of GP schemata feasible. This means that it is possible to study in detail its effects on different kinds of schemata and to obtain a schema theorem as described in the next section.

One-point crossover has some similarities to strong context-preserving crossover operator (D’haeseleer, 1994). However, one-point crossover constrains crossover points more tightly than strong context-preserving crossover.

Other new operators, like two-point crossover and uniform crossover (Poli & Langdon, 1998), can easily be defined by extending the basic mechanisms of one-point crossover.

5. GP Schema Theorem

Our schema theorem describes how the number of programs contained in a schema varies from one generation to the next as a result of fitness-proportionate selection, one-point crossover, and point mutation.

5.1 Effect of Fitness-Proportionate Selection

The effect of fitness-proportionate selection on our schemata can be obtained by performing exactly the same calculations as for the GA schema theorem (Holland, 1992; Goldberg, 1989; Whitley, 1994; Whigham, 1996a, Appendix C). If we assume that the mating pool has been created using the roulette-wheel algorithm and we denote with \( \{ h \in H \} \) the event “a program \( h \) sampling the schema \( H \) is selected to form the mating pool” then:

\[
\Pr\{h \in H\} = \frac{m(H, t)f(H, t)}{M^f(t)}
\]  

5

where all the symbols have the same meaning as in Equation 1.

As usual, if the population could include a large number of individuals and the ratio between schema fitness and population fitness was constant, this result would support the claim that schemata with above-average (below-average) fitness will tend to get an exponentially increasing (decreasing) number of programs sampling them. However, this claim is often unsupported as, in real-life GAs and GP, populations are always finite and the estimate of the fitness of schemata changes due to the fact that the composition of the population changes from generation to generation.
Figure 7. Two ways in which one-point crossover can disrupt the instances of a schema.

5.2 Effect of One-Point Crossover

One-point crossover can affect the propagation of schemata by disrupting some of them or creating some new schemata. Let us term $D_i(H)$ the event "H is disrupted when a program $b$ sampling $H$ is crossed over with a program $i$" (by "disrupted" we mean that the offspring produced does not sample $H$).

There are two ways in which $H$ can be disrupted. First, $H$ can be disrupted when $b$ is crossed over with a program $i$ with a different structure. If $G(H)$ is the hyperspace associated to $H$, this can be expressed as the joint event $D_i(H) = \{D_i(H), b \notin G(H)\}$. This situation is depicted in Figure 7(a). For example, if we consider the schema $H = ( + = = )$ contained in $b = ( + x y)$ and we cross $b$ over with $i = ( + z ( + 2 3 ))$, then swapping the subtree $( + z ( + 2 3 ))$ with $y$ would produce the program $( + x ( + 2 3 ))$, which does not sample $G(H) = ( = = = )$ and therefore cannot sample $H$.

The probability of the event $D_i$ is given by:

$$\Pr\{D_i(H)\} = \Pr\{D_i(H)\mid b \notin G(H)\} \Pr\{b \notin G(H)\}$$

where, by applying Equation 5 (fitness-proportionate reproduction) to the schema $G(H)$,

$$\Pr\{b \notin G(H)\} = 1 - \Pr\{b \in G(H)\} = 1 - \frac{m(G(H), t) f(G(H), t)}{Mf(t)}$$

The term $\Pr\{D_i(H)\mid b \notin G(H)\}$, which we will denote with $p_{\text{dif}}(t)$ for brevity, is harder to quantify as not all crossovers between two parents $b$ and $i$ with different structure produce offspring that do not sample $H$. In fact, if the common part between $b$ and $i$ where the crossover point can be placed includes terminals, then crossover can swap subtrees with exactly the same shape and size. This situation is depicted in Figure 8, where crossover points placed in the shaded areas produce subtrees with identical shapes. Swapping such subtrees will produce an offspring that samples $G(H)$. Whether this will also sample $H$ depends on the actual node composition of the subtrees swapped and on the characteristics of the corresponding subtree in $H$. For this reason we will leave the term $p_{\text{dif}}(t)$ in symbolic form to avoid using the tempting, but over-simplistic assumption that, when $b \notin G(H)$, all crossover operations produce offspring not sampling $H$, i.e., that $p_{\text{dif}}(t) = 1$. $p_{\text{dif}}(t)$ can be interpreted as the fragility of the shape of a schema with respect to the shapes of the other schemata in the population.
Figure 8. Crossover between two individuals, $h$ and $\hat{h}$, with different shapes. The links where the common crossover point can be placed are drawn with thick lines. The shaded areas enclose the links that, if selected as crossover points, may not lead to the disruption of the schemata in $h$.

The other way in which $H$ can be disrupted occurs when $\dot{h}$ is crossed over with a program $\dot{\hat{h}}$ with the same structure as $H$ (i.e., $\dot{\hat{h}} \in G(H)$) but that does not sample $H$ (i.e., $\dot{\hat{h}} \notin H$). This can be expressed as the joint event $D_2(H) = \{D(H), \dot{\hat{h}} \notin H, \dot{\hat{h}} \in G(H)\}$. This situation is depicted in Figure 7(b).

The probability of $D_2(H)$ is given by:

$$\Pr\{D_2(H)\} = \Pr\{D(H), \dot{\hat{h}} \notin H, \dot{\hat{h}} \in G(H)\}/\Pr\{\dot{h} \notin H, \dot{\hat{h}} \in G(H)\}$$

Given that the events $\{\dot{h} \in H\}$ are a subset of the events $\{\dot{\hat{h}} \in G(H)\}$, as $H \subset G(H)$ we can write

$$\Pr\{\dot{h} \notin H, \dot{\hat{h}} \in G(H)\} = \Pr\{\dot{\hat{h}} \in G(H)\} - \Pr\{\dot{h} \in H\}$$

where, by applying Equation 5,

$$\Pr\{\dot{\hat{h}} \in G(H)\} = \frac{m(G(H),t)\ell(G(H),t)}{M(t)}$$

and

$$\Pr\{\dot{h} \in H\} = \frac{m(H,t)\ell(H,t)}{M(t)}$$

A necessary condition for the event $\{D(H), \dot{\hat{h}} \notin H, \dot{\hat{h}} \in G(H)\}$ is that the crossover point is between the defining nodes (the non-$=$ nodes) of $H$, an event that we will term $B(H)$. For example, Table I shows which schemata of $h = (x + y)$ could be disrupted depending on which of the two possible crossover points in $h$ is chosen. The probability of $B(H)$ is

$$\Pr\{B(H)\} = \frac{E(H)}{N(H) - 1}$$

6 Given that our schemata are closed under one-point crossover, it is impossible that a schema $H$ be disrupted if $\dot{\hat{h}} \in H$ and $\dot{h} \in H$.
Table 1. Possible effects of crossover on the schemata sampled by the program \((+ \times y)\) as a function of the crossover point selected when the second parent has the same shape \((= = =)\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schema</th>
<th>(\Pr{B(H)})</th>
<th>Between + and (x)</th>
<th>Between + and (y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((= = =))</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unaffected</td>
<td>Unaffected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((= = y))</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unaffected</td>
<td>Unaffected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((= x =))</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unaffected</td>
<td>Unaffected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((+ = =))</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unaffected</td>
<td>Unaffected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((= x y))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>\textbf{Disrupted?}</td>
<td>\textbf{Disrupted?}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((+ = y))</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>Unaffected</td>
<td>\textbf{Disrupted?}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((+ x =))</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>\textbf{Disrupted?}</td>
<td>Unaffected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((+ x y))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>\textbf{Disrupted?}</td>
<td>\textbf{Disrupted?}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This probability can be interpreted as the intrinsic fragility of the node composition of a schema. Given the previous equations and the inequality

\[
\Pr\{D,(H)\} \leq \Pr\{B(H)\}
\]

we obtain:

\[
\Pr\{D,(H)\} \leq \frac{L(H) - m(H, t)f(G(H), t) - m(H, t)f(H, t)}{N(H) - 1} \frac{m(G(H), t)f(G(H), t)}{Mf(t)}
\]

As the events \(D,(H)\) and \(D,(H)\) are mutually exclusive, the probability of disruption of a schema \(H\) due to crossover is simply the sum of \(\Pr\{D,(H)\}\) and \(\Pr\{D,(H)\}\). Given the previous results, the following formula provides an upper bound for such a probability:

\[
\Pr\{D,(H)\} \leq p_{\text{diff}}(t) \left(1 - \frac{m(G(H), t)f(G(H), t)}{Mf(t)}\right)
+ \frac{L(H) - m(H, t)f(H, t) - m(H, t)f(G(H), t)}{N(H) - 1} \frac{m(G(H), t)f(G(H), t)}{Mf(t)}
\]

When crossover is applied to each program in the mating pool with a probability \(p_c < 1\), the actual probability of disruption of a schema \(H\) due to crossover is \(p_c \cdot \Pr\{D,(H)\}\).

5.3 Effect of Point Mutation

Point mutation consists of changing the label of a node into a different one. We assume that it is applied to the nodes of the programs created using selection and crossover, as described in the previous sections, with a probability \(p_m\) per node. A schema \(H\) will survive mutation only if all its \(O(H)\) defining nodes are unaltered. The probability that each node is not altered is \(1 - p_m\). So, a schema will be disrupted by mutation with a probability:

\[
\Pr\{D_m(H)\} = 1 - (1 - p_m)^{O(H)}
\]

This equation emphasizes that higher-order schemata are affected by mutation more than lower-order ones.
5.4 Theorem
By considering all the various effects discussed above, we can write:

$$E[m(H, t + 1)] = MP[H] \cdot \left(1 - Pr[D_1, t](H)\right)(1 - p, Pr[D_2, t](H))$$

By substituting the previous results into this expression we obtain a lower bound for the expected number of individuals sampling a schema \(H\) at generation \(t + 1\), as stated by the following:

**Theorem 6 (GP Schema Theorem):** In a generational GP with fitness-proportionate selection, one-point crossover and point mutation:

$$E[m(H, t + 1)] \geq m(H, t) \cdot \frac{f(G(H), t)}{f(t)} \cdot (1 - p_\text{diff}(t)) \cdot \left(1 - \frac{m(G(H), t)f(G(H), t)}{M_H^f(t)} \right) + \frac{\mathcal{L}(H)}{(N(H) - 1)} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{m(G(H), t)f(G(H), t)}{M_H^f(t)} \right)$$

(6)

6. Discussion
The GP schema theorem given in Equation 6 is considerably more complicated than the corresponding version for GAs in Equation 1. The complexity is due to the fact that in GP the trees undergoing optimization have variable size and shape. In Equation 6 this is accounted for by the presence of the terms \(m(G(H), t)\) and \(f(G(H), t)\), which summarize the characteristics of all the programs in the population having the same shape and size as the schema \(H\) whose propagation is being studied. Therefore, in GP the propagation of a schema \(H\) depends not only on the features of the programs sampling it but also on the features of the programs having the same structure as \(H\). However, the term \(p_\text{diff}(t)\), which represents the fragility of the shape of the schema \(H\) in the population, also plays an important role.

In the following we will discuss how these terms change over time in a run and show that GP with one-point crossover tends asymptotically to behave like a GA and that, for \(t\) big enough, Equation 6 transforms into Equation 1. In particular we will consider the situation at the early stages and at late stages of a run.

6.1 Early Stages of a GP Run
If we consider the typical case in which functions with different arity are present in the function set and the initialization method is "ramped-half-and-half" or "grow" (Koza, 1992), at the beginning of a run it is unlikely that two trees \(b\) and \(\hat{b}\) with different shapes undergoing crossover will swap a subtree with exactly the same shape. This is because, given the diversity in the initial population, only a small number of individuals will have common parts including terminals (refer to Figure 8). Therefore, we can safely assume that \(p_\text{diff}(t) \approx 1\).

The term \(m(G(H), t)f(G(H), t)\) represents the total fitness allocated to the programs with structure \(G(H)\) (by definition it is equal to \(\sum_{b \in G(H)} f(b)\), where \(f(b)\) is the fitness of individual

---

7 Some of the arguments presented in the rest of the section are the result of observing the actual behavior of runs of GP with one-point crossover (some of which are described in Poli & Langdon (1997b) and also of the experiments reported in Poli & Langdon (1997a), in which we have counted the schemata present in small populations and studied their creation, disruption, and propagation.
b). Likewise, $Mf(t)$ is the total fitness in the population (i.e., $\sum_{b \in \text{Pop}(t)} f(b)$). Therefore, the diversity of the population at the beginning of a run implies also that $m(G(H), t)\hat{f}(G(H), t) \ll Mf(t)$ and that the probability of schema disruption is very big (i.e., close to 1) at the beginning of a run, even disregarding the events $D_2(H)$. Therefore, at the beginning of a run, crossover heavily counters the effect of selection.

Nonetheless, schemata whose shape $G(H)$ is of above-average fitness (i.e., $f(G(H), t) > \hat{f}(t)$) and is shared by an above-average number of programs will tend to survive more frequently even in this early, highly disruptive phase of a run, especially if they have short defining length (and therefore low order) with respect to their total size.

6.2 Late Stages of a GP Run

If the mutation rate is small, after a while the population in GP with one-point crossover will start converging, like a GA, and the diversity of shapes and sizes will decrease. This in turn will make the common part between pairs of programs undergoing crossover grow and include more and more terminals. As a result, the probability of swapping subtrees with the same structure when crossing over programs with different shape will increase, and the fragility of the shape of the schema $p_{\text{diff}}(t)$ will decrease. Losing diversity also means that a relatively small number of different program structures $G(H)$ will survive in the population and that the factor multiplying $p_{\text{diff}}(t)$ in Equation 6 will become smaller.

Therefore, in a second phase of a run the probability of disruption when crossover is performed between trees with the same shape and size, $\Pr\{D_2(H)\}$, will start playing an important role in determining which schemata will propagate according to their fitness and which will instead be disrupted. In particular, a schema $H$ with above-average fitness and short defining length (and therefore low order) with respect to its total size will tend to survive better. However, also schemata with large defining lengths can survive if they suffer from little competition from the schemata sampled by the programs of the same shape not containing $H$. This happens when

$$m(G(H), t)\hat{f}(G(H), t) - m(H, t)f(H, t) = \sum_{b \in \text{Pop}(t), b \neq H} f(b) \ll Mf(t)$$

After many generations these effects are exacerbated; the probability of swapping subtrees with the same structure tends to 1, and $p_{\text{diff}}(t)$ tends to become unimportant. In this situation $m(G(H), t) = M$, $f(G(H), t) = f(t)$, and Equation 6 becomes exactly the same as Equation 1. This result is consistent with the intuition that if all the programs have the same structure, then their nodes can be described with fixed-length strings, and GP with one-point crossover is really nothing more than a GA.\footnote{In less typical conditions, where the "full" initialization method is used and all functions have the same arity, then every individual in the population has the same shape and Equation 6 is the same as Equation 1 from the beginning of a run.} This asymptotic behavior of GP with one-point crossover can be summarized with the slogan:

$$\lim_{t \to \infty} \text{GP}_{1p}(t) = \text{GA}$$

6.3 Interpretation

The presence of two parts in the term multiplying $p_h$ in Equation 6 accounts for the fact that, in GP with one-point crossover, two competitions are going on. The first one happens at the beginning of a run when different hyperspaces $G(H)$ representing all programs with a given shape and size compete. In this phase the defining length $L(H)$ and the number of nodes
N(H) of the individual hyperplanes H sampling a hyperspace G(H) are nearly irrelevant. Only the number of programs in G(H) and their fitness count. The second competition starts when the first one starts settling. In this second phase the hyperplanes within the few remaining hyperspaces start competing on the basis of their relative defining lengths as well as their fitness. In this phase GP tends to behave more and more like a standard GA.

As discussed in O’Reilly and Oppacher (1995), in general no schema theorem alone can support conclusions on the correctness of the building-block hypothesis. However, our definition of schema and the characterization of Pr{D(H)} presented above seem to suggest that the building-block hypothesis is much less troublesome in GP with one-point crossover than in standard GP. It is possible, however, that two kinds of building blocks are needed to explain how GP builds solutions—building blocks representing hyperspaces and building blocks representing hyperplanes within hyperspaces.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a simplified form of GP in which, thanks to constraints on the selection of crossover points, crossover transmits to the offspring many of the features common to the parents. This property, which is known as respect, may make the search easier by making the fitness landscape smoother thanks to a higher correlation between the fitness of parents and offspring. It also encourages convergence.

Rather than using the classical strategy of showing experimentally that this form of GP, on a few carefully selected problems, is better than standard GP, we start from developing a schema theory for it. As a natural follow-up of this theoretical work we have recently started an investigation of the performance of GP with one-point crossover, obtaining very promising results (Poli & Langdon, 1997b) on the even parity problems. In very recent work we have also studied both theoretically and experimentally the search properties of one-point crossover, and we have compared them to those of standard crossover (and uniform crossover) (Poli & Langdon, 1998). In that work we have shown that one-point crossover may explore the search space of programs better than standard crossover. More research will be needed to see which operator is better on different classes of problems and which operator allows more powerful analyses.

Our schema theory is based on a new simpler definition of the concept of schema for GP, one that is much closer to the original concept of schema in GAs than the definitions used by other GP theorists. The simplicity of this definition along with that of one-point crossover has allowed us to derive a new schema theorem in which, for the first time, the competitions between programs with different structure and programs with the same structure have been modeled mathematically. These models have then been discussed showing that, in the runs of GP with one-point crossover and point mutation, two phases are present: one in which the algorithm searches for the best shape and size for the solutions, and one in which the optimal composition in terms of functions and terminals is sought. These two phases may overlap and the population moves from one to the other smoothly.

Our analysis shows that the new schema theorem is the natural counterpart for GP of the GA schema theorem and that the GP schema theorem asymptotically tends to it. It also suggests that the building-block hypothesis, which has been strongly criticized in the context of standard GP, might in fact hold in GP with one-point crossover.

Some recent experimental results have corroborated the theory presented in this paper (Poli & Langdon, 1997a). More theoretical and experimental work will be needed to investigate the building-block hypothesis.
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